
7.6 Normal Distributions, Part 1 
 

1. Review of The Normal Distribution 

This lesson is another 8 in importance! (The first one was on binomial probabilities.) 

 

The Normal distribution is far and away the most important continuous random variable. Many 

random variables approximate it. 

 

-People’s heights, weights, hand spans, etc. 

-Performance on many, many tasks 

-Cheerios box weights 

-So, so many more 

 

Plus! The Normal distribution has other, maybe even MORE important uses that we will learn later. 

 

There is a whole “family” of Normal distributions, all with different means and standard deviations: 

 
The simplest Normal distribution is called the standard normal distribution.  It has mean 0 and 

standard deviation 1 ( 0 and 1   ).  It’s so useful that it gets a special letter—not x! It’s z. Like a 

z-score. Do you remember z-scores? 

 

Example:  Which is relatively better? 

-a heart health score of 55 where the average is 40 and the standard deviation is 10? 

-a brain health score of 50 where the average is 40 and the standard deviation is 5? 

 

The z-score is the number of standard deviations a data point is above or below the mean. 

  

What is the z-score of the 55? 

 What is the z-score of the 50? 

 

The standard normal distribution looks like this: 
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What’s nicest about it is that when we say something like “a z-score on the normal curve of 1.23,” 

we literally mean 1.23 standard deviations above the mean. So it lines up nicely with the meaning of 

z-score from before. 

 

2. Computing Probabilities 

It turns out we can do MUCH better than the 68-95-99.7 rule. 

“Normalcdf” on the calculator can find EXACT probabilities on the standard normal z-curve. 

 

All you need to do is give it the range of values you want, and it will give you the area between 

those two values. 

 

If you want an end area, you can use +10 or -10. This means we are 10 standard deviations above or 

below the mean. Remember that by ±3 standard deviations we already have 99.7% of all data. So 

±10 is plenty good. 

 

Example 1:  Draw a picture of P(z < 1.64) and find its probability: 

 

           

 

       P(z < 1.64) = normalcdf(-10, 1.64) 

                   = .9495   

 

 

 

 

 

You try! 

1)  Draw a picture of P(z < -1.41) and find its probability 

          (0.0793) 

 

2)  Find P(-1.20 < z < 1.68)  (no picture necessary this time) 

          (0.8385) 

 

 

Example 2:  Find the standard normal z-score that corresponds to the lowest 10% of scores. 

 

This problem is the backwards of the one above.  We use InvNorm this time. 

 

InvNorm (0.1) = -1.282    this is a z-score!!! 

 

You try! 

3) Find the z-score that corresponds to the highest 36% of scores. 

 

 InvNorm (0.64) = 0.358   this is a z-score!!! 

 

By the way, is the 68-95-99.7 rule exact? Let’s check it! 


